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ABSTRACT
M o n te C arlo A n a ly sis o f th e L u m in o sity F u n ctio n o f G a m m a R ay B u r s ts
by
Francisco Javier Virgili
Dr. Bing Zhang, Exam ination Com m ittee Chair
A ssistant Professor of Physics
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
G am m a-ray bursts are cosmological explosions th a t result in a massive release
of radiation ranging from high-energy gam m a rays and x-rays as well as possible
long lasting optical and radio tails.

B ursts are a result of processes occurring in

old stars and their by-products, nam ely black holes and ncmtron stars.

G am m a-

ray bursts tied to th e deaths of stars are known as long gam m a-ray bursts and are
the subject of this study. D ata from various missions including NAS As C om pton
G am m a Ray Observatory and Swift Gamma,-ray Mission {Swift) shows th a t typical
GRBs lie w ithin a lum inosity range of roughly lCd% to ICP'' ergs s"^^ w ith the small
exception of a few bursts ( 2 ) lying at low luminosities around

ergs s " ' and

extrem ely low redshift (z=0.0085, 0.0331). These bursts lie a t th e very fringe of w hat
is currently observable. This begs the question: Do these low luminosity bursts signify
an exception to th e usually higher lum inosity of regular or norm al bursts or are they
a completely separate population? Using the M onte Carlo m ethod the proposed work
will test th e assum ed lum inosity function and redshift distributions of long gam m aray bursts using various criteria and a tte m p t to reliably recreate observation. Those
criteria include constraining the 1-D lum inosity and redshift distribution, th e 2-D
iii
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lum inosity-redshift distribution, logN{> P ) — logP, and an analysis of the relative
num ber of low-luniiriosity to high-lum inosity bursts.
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C H A PT E R 1

IN TR O D U CTIO N
H istory of G ainina-Ray B ursts and the Big P icture
In th e world of science today, astrophysics is a fast-nioviiig and rapidly expand
ing field th a t changes daily. Three subfields are a t th e forefront of astrophysics and
encompass current trends: cosmology, liigh-energy astrophysics, and planetary as
tronom y (Blandford). All of these; fields arc exciting in the fact th a t the conclusions
drawn from them have a wide range of applications and consequences Iroth in and
outside th e astrophysics community.
In much the same way, th e study of G anim a-Ray B ursts (GRBs) is a rapidly grow
ing subfield of astrophysics due to th e advent of new instrum entation and a wealth
of d a ta th a t allows for never before seen signatures and details of the cosmological
explosions. Adding greater appeal and, perhaps, a general m ystique is the fact th a t
GRBs are N atures m ost violent and energetic phenom ena, reaching energies up to
1 ()S4

g-i

theoretically visible up to a redshift of z=20 (Abel et al 2002). C ur

rent observation p u ts the record holding burst, GRB 050904, a t z=6.3. This leads
to exciting possibilities for GRBs in modeling and constraining cosmological models
(Bloom et al, 2003; Schaefer 2003), use as standard candles akin to type la supernovae
(SN) (Frail et al (2001), Panaitescu and K um ar (2001)), and m any others topics in
countless branches of astrophysics.
In th e m id to late 1960s, th e U nited States government launched a, series of earth
orbiting satellites w ith th e intention of m onitoring high-energy radiation produced
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from covert nuclear testing (NASA website, see bibliography). The Vela series satel
lites launched over a period of 3 years detected no nuclear signatures from runaway
comm unist countries b u t instead roughly 16 unexpected bursts of gamnia.-ra,ys with
varying characteristics from 1969-1972. These bursts ranged in duration from un
der a. second to ah o u t 30 seconds and morphologically were peaks w ith ill-defined
shape and variability. Using various satellites to estim ate the position, they were
determ ined to be not of E arth ly origin (Klebesadel et al, 1973). This discovery led
to an explosion of activity and creation of many models attem pting to understand
these new events and tludr strange high-energy signals. Of all these models, the firt;ball shock model (Meszdros and Rees (1994), Paczyhski and P iran (1994), T hom p
son (1994)) ha,s become th e stan d ard GRB model to date and is a powerful tool in
probing and predicting how GRBs work and interact with th e interstellar medium
(ISM), the specihcs of which will be discussed shortly. The so-called hreball model is
well constrained and tested w ith the advent of improved instrum entation including
the B urst and Transient Experim ent (BATSE) aboard NAS As Com pton Ganmia.Ray Observatory, th e D utch-Italian collaborative BeppoSAX, NAS As HETE-2, and
NAS As newest addition, Swift. These have amassed a. great deal of inform ation and
breakthrough observations th a t ha,ve constrained and confirmed th e fireball model.
After detailing the fireball shock model (C hapter 1) and its consequences (C liapter
2), this work details various GRB populations th a t are integral to the task a t hand
(C hapter 3). A detailing of the m ethod and statistical tests involved in the population
analysis follows in C hapter 4.
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Fireball Shock Model
Com pactness Problem and Relativity
The m ajor im pedim ent to the establishm ent of the fireball model is the so-called
com pactness problem. If one considers a typical b urst fluence F ~ 10“ *’ erg cm “ ^,
the isotropic energy is roughly

E'lso ~ A n d fF ~

( 1 .1 )

Taking th e timescale, 6t, to be roughly 10 ms and the distance scale as c5t, one ca.n
approxim ate the optical depth for pair production by

Ty/y

(Jr'td

( 1 .2 )

where a r is the Thom pson cross section, n the density, and I the length scale. W hen
evaluated, this gives
T

(t t —

^

^ 1

(1.3)

T his huge optical depth poses a serious th re a t to the fireball shock model since an
optical depth r > 1 will not allow non-therm al radiation to escape th e source. The
solution to th e compactness problem, however, is simple yet elegant: relativistic mo
tion. By adding relativistic m otion, one does two things. First, the distance scale of
the system is no longer ju st cM b u t cJ/P^. Secondly, as detailed below, the radiation
is blueshifted in th e Lorentz transform ations and propagation effects, tu rning the

7

-

rays we see into x-rays a t the emission region. T he com bination of these two factors
lowers the optical depth of th e fireball to less th an

1,

allowing for radiation to escape

th e emission region and be detected.
W hen dealing with the GRB problem one m ust understand th e added complex-
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Figure 1 GRB Reference Frames and Tim e Scales (Zliang and Meszaros 2004)

ity th a t comes into play because of the extrem ely relativistic nature as well as the
cosmological distances involved. Using a simple picture, figure 1, it is possibly to
(prickly identify the two reference frames, three tim e scales, and relationships th a t tie
them together. Knowing how to interpret different tim es and frames is essential to
understanding GRB literature, physical interpretation of observational d ata, as well
as a solution to the com pactness problem.
The two reference frames are the easiest to identify: the observer/central engine
frame and th e comoviiig frame. T he observer frame is a t rest com pared to the central
engine of th e GR B and therefore grouped together w ith the central engine. A second
frame, however, is found when one is statio n ary w ith respect to the relativistic o u t
flow, nam ed the comoving frame. D istances and tim es between these two frames are
subject to relativistic length constriction and tim e dilation dictated by the Lorentz
transform ations

T = T'/r
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(1.4)

f = n'

(1.5)

where L is the comoving length, L the distance in the observer frame, and T the
relativistic Lorentz factor of the outflow

1

(16)

where /f is the dimensionless velocity. In m ost of the literature, as well and for the
rem ainder of this work unless otherwise specified, prim ed quantities (') are (quantities
m easured in the comoving frame and unprim ed are those m easured in the observer
frame.
In order to understand the tim e frames, consider the tim e difference between the
emission of two photons from the central engine. A t the central engine, an olrserver
would see the flrst photon em itted at a tim e

and a, second photon em itted at

The reception tim e of these photons by an observer is

= t\f. — D / c

(1.7)

Dr = De + (D /c — ficos0[t2e — Lc))

(L 8 )

for each respective photon. Here, D is th e dista,nce from tin; central engine to the
observer. R earranging these equations it is possible to solve them for the relation
between th e received and em itted timescales

(Hr — Dr) = (1 “ / l p ) (H c

— De)-

(19)

In the above equation, /v, is substituted for cos6. T he conversion factor preceding
the term on the right hand side of the equation is roughly a factor of 1 / 2 F^, causing
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the reception tim e difference of the photons to be constricted.

This is a crucial

consequence of tliis setup and directly affects the interpretation of the d a ta received
by instrum ents observing GRBs. T he conversion from the comoving fram e to the
observer fram e is the m ost relevant conversion, and is (quickly perform ed by two
transform ations, one from th e comoving frame to the lab frame, then adding the
propagation effect.

Most GRBs observed to date last anywhere from seconds to

hundreds of seconds. Tliis tim e seems very short for such a powerful event until one
converts the received tim e into the comoving tim e. If one takes a burst lasting 100
seconds of radiation received on earth, the actual tim e of bursting in the comoving
frame is a, factor of 2F larger, for typical GRBs, on the order of 200 s, leaving the
comoving tim e roughly

1 0 '* s,

on the order of days.

Once the com pactness problem was solved with the addition of relativistic mo
tion, a complete m odel of a GRB fireball was then created (M(hzâros and Rees (1994),
Paczyhski and P iran (1994), Thomqrson (1994)). Note th a t the requirem ent of rel
ativistic m otion is necessary for b o th short (type I) and long (tyj)e II) bursts. The
following is a, general discussion of afterglow and qrromqrt emission mechanism th a t
do not differ for each type of progenitor unless specified.
The core hypothesis of th e fireball theory of gamma-ray bursts is th a t the central
engine th a t powers each b urst is a black hole (BH )-torus system th a t accelerates p ar
ticles to relativistic sjreeds and ejects them into the surrounding inter-stellar medium
(ISM) (Cavallo and Rees (1978), Woosley (1993)). If the progenitor is a black hole,
then it is the jrroduct of a large (tens of M q) sta r th a t collapsed and is accreting
a torus of leftover stellar m aterial (Woosley, 1993). T he ensuing fireball is ejected
from the BH and out into th e ISM, sweeping uj) m aterial and jnoducing radiation
in two ways. F irst, variable injection of the central engine, on the tim escale of 1
ms (Zhang and Mészdros, 2004) causes th e ejected m aterial to create subshells w ith
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slightly different velocities. As the slower subshells catch uj) to th e faster ones and
collide, they produce the prom pt emission of gam m a rays, internal shocks. Secondly,
as th e m aterial is ejected, it interacts w ith th e interstellar m edium, is decelerated,
and produces the afterglow signature, external shocks.
The initial size of the accreting region is generally taken to be 3 Schwartzschild
radii (Meszdros et ah, 2000) which for a lOM© black hole is

R sw =

6 G M /c^

- lO^cm.

Since th e variability timescale is on the order of ^

1

(1 .1 0 )

sec, the characteristic size for

th e ejecta, or subshells, is on the order of

D

^

cf ^ (10

C ïJ l){ ty (i.l..lQ ly llH y f \ ' n i . s )

(hll)

In the simplest hreball model, the central engine ejects energy a t a constant lumi
nosity, L for a. short tim e interval, t, into a. constant density ISM. Baryons near the
source will then be accelerated due to the radiation qnessure from the exjja.nding fire
ball. Eventually they will reach their m aximal Lorentz factor, E„, and commence a,
coasting qrhase (Meszdros et ah (1993), P iran et ah (1993)). Two imqrorta.nt land
m arks occur around this tim e. First, either before or after the onset of coasting, the
jrhoton num ber density droj)s and the shell becomes optically thin to qiair jnoduction
and Comjrton scattering, also known as the photosphere. Second, th e h rst subsliclls
collide creating the hrst internal shocks and prom pt gam m a ray signature, dissiq)ating
th e relative energy of the shock w ith synchrotron radiation. The internal shock ra
dius depends on the variability tim escale of the qrarticular burst as well as the Lorentz
factor, b u t often occurs at around a distance of F^cf from the central engine, roughly
10** — 10*"* cm (Rees et ah (1994), Kobayashi et ah (1997)).

7
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Relativistic Shocks
The m echanism involved in creating the internal and external shocks is essential to
th e study of GRB prom pt and afterglow emission. A lthough each type of GRB is from
a different source, th e origins of the shocks are identical. All the shocks considered
for GRBs are relativistic due to the extrem e velocities involved w ith th e event. One
can consider a shock moving through two fluids w ith velocity, v. Each fluid has a.
unique density, rq and rq, for the unshocked (upstream ) and shocked (downstream )
m edium, resqrectively, and is moving with velocity vi,. Alternatively, one can transform
th e reference qroints and consider the rest frame of the shock and how the medium
moves w ith respect to it. W ith the shock a t rest, the upstream m aterial moves with
velocity Vi = u tow ards the shock, while the dow nstream m aterial moves away from
the shock w ith velocity iq = u — %. T he velocity of th e shock in the first scenario
and the velocity of th e uqrstrearn fluid in scenario two are b o th greater th an tlic sqoeed
of sounds in the m edium, c,. This sterns from the definition of a shock as occurring
when a gas expands into a medium w ith a velocity greater th an the sound speed (Shu,
1992^
W hen apqrlied to GRBs, this shock definition implies a qricture w ith four sections.
As the bulk shell plows into th e interstellar medium th e external shodc is created,
seqrarating sections 1 and 2, unshocked ISM and shocked ISM. This collision also cre
ates a reverse shock th a t propogates into th e shell, shocking th e m aterial downstream .
This is also th e separator between sections 2 and 3, shocked ISM and shocked shell
m aterial. T he last section, 4, is the unshocked shell m aterial (see figure 2)
In m athem atical term s, one can consider th e definition of a shock as a. discontinuity
where mass, m om entum , aird energy flux are conserved (Shu, 1992).

Using this

definition one can construct a solution for the shocks occurring in GRBs from tin;
conservation relations. Blandford and McKee, in a landm ark qraper in 1976, derive
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Region IV
Unshocked Shell
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Shocked Shell

Shocked ISM
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Unshocked ISM

Contact Discontinuity'

Revei'se Shock

Fonvai'd Shock

“

^11

= (lG )e ,

Figure 2 GRB Shocks

the solutions for b o th qilanar and spherical shocks as applied to GRBs. By utilizing
the definition for a. shock presented above, one can create shock juinqr conditions
th a t m ust hold across a, shock. The conditions for conservation of mass, energy, and
m om entum flux are
npUi = 712^2

( 1 .1 2 )

7 i /^i = 7 2 /U

(1.13)

Pi
Pz
li\U\ 4----------= 1.12U2-4-------771U]
772172

(1.14)

respectively. Here, n = (3y and p the specific enthaljry, given by the formula

/i =

'nipC

7

47

P

— 1 77
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(1.15)

Note th a t

7

is th e Lorentz factor of th e fluid and

relativistic fluid,

7

7

the adiabatic index.

For a

= 4/3. Since the relative Lorentz factor between the unshocked

and shocked m edium is much greater th a n 1

1) the relativistic shocks in GRBs

(721

are strong. This greatly simqilifles the problem and allows one to solve for im p o rtan t
quantities, such as th e energy density and relative densities. Slightly modifying the
equations for strong shocks and solving the set of ecquations sheds light on the jrhysical
happenings in a shock region, shown m athem atically in the equations below.

4721 + 3

—

ïl\

4721

(1.16)

— — I'ziiUpC^
'>h

(1.17)

62- 472^T7iTnpC^

(1.18)

P - 4c

(1.19)

These quantities tell us im portant inform ation about the shock area.. First, th e density
of the shocked region increases by roughly 4 tim es the relative Lorentz factor Iretween
the shocked and

unshocked region (7 2 1 ). Secondly, the energy per qxuticle

in the

shocked region 2 is ju st the proton rest mass tim es the ndative Lorentz factor and
th e energy density,
factor of

47,

62

is ju st the rest mass density of the m edium m ultiplied by a.

. The pressure in the shocked regions is like any other relativistic fluid,

one th ird the energy density, e, and is equal across the contact discontinuity (i.e.
Pi = P 2 = ^ 6 2 ) (Sari and Piran, 1995)
This analysis leaves two interpretations: an ultrarelativistic reverse shock (7 ^
1) or a. New tonian reverse shock
energy of the shell
completed after only

(734

3

>

> ~ 1). In the former alm ost all th e kinetic

is converted into internal energy by the shocks. The

process is

one pass of th e reverse shock, implying th a t the tim escale for

10
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crossing th e shell is th e same as th e shell deceleration timescale. In th e latter, the
reverse shock is very weak and cannot convert as much kinetic energy into internal
energy. This does not considerably slow down the shock and it begins another crossing
in the direction tow ards the contact discontinuity. Ultimately, the shell will sweep up
enough m aterial to begin significant deceleration, leaving two timescales: the initial
crossing of the shell and the tim e to deceleration (Sari and Piran, 1995).
Unfortunately, this is not th e end of the discussion. The q)revious shock analysis
assumes th a t the system is a one-dimensional planar how. More realistically, how
ever, one sfiould consider th e GRB as a spherical explosion, or perhaps one th a t is
jetted. This complicates the shock interaction picture, but nevertheless it is possible
to proceed w ith a similar approach. R eturning to th e continuity equations modified
for a spherical shell, one can again derive relevant param eters such as relative Lorentz
factors and their dependencies on qrroton num ber density. The m ajor difference th a t
should be noted is th a t the ratio r ^ / n j now evolves with tim e. The m ajor concern
is whether the reverse shock becomes relativistic before the the kinetic energy is re
moved from the shell. T he details are again found in the essential paper by Bla.ndford
and McKee (1976) and sum m arized into two cases by Sari and Piran (1995): New
tonian and relativistic. The N ew tonian case is very similar to the analysis descriljcd
above, w ith the energy being removed in the deceleration of the shell, b u t with the
possible added effect of spreading. Since m ost of th e energy will not be removed in
the jjassing of the New tonian reverse shock, the shell has tim e to sjrrea.d in the radial
direction.
The final landm ark in a, tyq)ical GRB explosion is the deceleration radius. De
pending on the density of th e external medium and the baryonic contam ination of
the initial fireball, this radius varies from b urst to burst. In general, however, when
the rest mass energy of th e swept up ISM becomes com parable to the rest mass en-

11
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ergy of the bulk shell divided by the Lorentz factor, th e shell will begin to decelerate
from its constant coasting Lorentz factor and q)roduce strong external shocks in the
surrounding ISM (Sari and P iran (1995), Kobayashi et al. (1999)). These shocks
are w hat produce th e broadband afterglow emission accom panying th e burst. The
shocks created b o th externally and internally convert the kinetic energy of the shells
into internal energy. The electrons em bedded in the m atte r from the source are not
restricted to any particular region and are free to cross from shocked m aterial to
unshocked m aterial. These shock crossings are assum ed to accelerate the electrons
in a process referred to as Fermi acceleration, allowing the electrons to interact w ith
th e random magnetic fields set in m aterial and radiate via synchrotron radiation
(Meszdros and Rees, 1993), producing the observed non-therm al spectrum .
A nother assum ption of the fireball m odel is th a t after the electrons are accelerated
to their m axim al Lorentz factor they will have a. power-law sqrectrum, i.e.

N{Ee)dEy oc E f h l E y

(1.20)

where p is the power-law index. A wealth of inform ation can be gleaned from ana
lyzing th e jnoperties of synchrotron emission. Tlie two m ost relevant parametei'S are
the tyqrical emission frequency and the radiation power

P = (4/3)aTC7^(B^/87T).

( 1 .2 2 )

Here, F is the bulk Lorentz factor, 7 ,, the Lorentz factor of th e elctron, B the m agnetic
field strength, and a r th e Thom son cross section (see Rybicki and Lightnian, 1979
for full details). T he simplest spectrum can be obtained by integrating the power and

12
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spectrum over all possible energies, or Lorentz factors, since energy oc 7

where 7 ,,, and

7

m are th e m inim um and m axim um Lorentz factors. After integration,

one can find th e dependence of power spectrum on frequency, namely a broken powerlaw initially rising as P oc n*/"*, peaking a t a critical frequency n,,„ and then decaying
as

(Rybicki and Lightm an, 1979). Two other breaks are common in the

synchrotron spectrum . Since the radiation power of electrons is proportional to

7 /,

higher energy electrons will rad iate their energy faster th an lower energy electrons.
W hen m ost of the high-energy electrons have radiated there will be a break in the
spectrum , taking place at th e critical frecquency u,., often referred to as the cooling
frequency. The spectrum is steepened from a,

to

deqmndence. Secondly,

im jrortant a t low frequencies, is synchrotron self-alrsorqrtion, causing the sq)ectrum to
rise a t

This leaves the spectrum of GRBs as a four segment jrower-law, separated

by the three critical frequencies, 7/,,,

and

, sum m arized in figure 3. The last

variation in the GRB sjrectrum comes from the jrla.cement of

and

most common types of sqrectra being slow cooling and fast cooling, where
or

Uy

<

;y „ ,

The two
< ;y.

respectively. T he former case is described above, and occurs when the

bulk of electrons have

7 ,.

^

7 ,,,

and do not cool (quickly, when compmcd to the

alternate case where all the electrons cool to roughly

7

,,. The deqrendencies of the

first two and last legs of the power-law spectrum are the same for both fast and slow
cooling, but the th ird changes from a

to 7/“ *^ deqxmdence (Sari, Piran, and

Narayan 1998). W ith the tools from the synchrotron spectrum, it is qrossible to model
the general afterglow and light curves for different bands associated with th e GRB
fireball model.

13
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Figure 3 Synchrotron Spectrum (Sari et al. 1998)
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Afterglow
Before the afterglow can be m odeled, it is im portant to understand some of the
basic assum ptions m ade in th e sim plest case.

They include, an isotropic fireball,

constant ISM density, impulsive injection in the fireball, relativistic fireball, and syn
chrotron emission (Meszaros and flees (1997), W ijers et al. (1997), Wa,xrnan (1997)).
M ost of these are assum ptions applied in the earlier analyses. Modeling the afterglow
m ainly deals w ith trying to understand how the bulk Lorentz factor evolves w ith
radius a n d /o r observed tim e, and how the radius evolves with the observed time.
Again, two differet cases are common, depending on w hat quantity is conserved: en
ergy or m om entum . The first case is an adiabatic fireball evolution in which energy is
conserved (M eszaaros, et al 1998). In th e adiabatic evolution, the cooling tim escale
is larger th a n the dynam ical tim escale, implying slow cooling. The energy of the
bulk shell is proportional to th e volume, density of th e external m edium and Lorentz
factor, shown m athem atically by

E ~ R^nrnp(?T'^ ^ constant.

It is easily shown from the above equation th a t in this case F oc

(1.24)

. Since impulsive

injection of the fireball is assum ed, the length scale of the problem is implied to be
proportional to at, implying F oc

The tim e, however, is the emission tim e

not the observer tim e, so it m ust be converted via the relativistic transform ations
discussed above, namely

r oc

oc

oc

=> r oc

(1.25)

The evolution of the radius of the fireball w ith observed tim e is found in a similar
fashion beginning w ith th e assum ption th a t the radius evolves a t the emission tim e,

15
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tem,- By using the same m ethod and transform ations, one can see tliat

(1.26)

In th e second case, nam ed radiative evolution, a large fraction of the initial energy is
given to th e electrons present in the bulk shell (i.e. Cg =4> 1). They radiate quickly (fast
cooling) and conserve the m om entum of th e system . Since the m om entum is oc n lR T ^,
a similar approach to the adiabatic case can be used to derive the dependencies of F
and R, on the observed time;

r oc .R-:' oc

oc

(1.27)

This analysis technicjue is very robust and can be used to model scenarios th a t are
excluded by the m ultitude of assum ptions addressed at the beginning of this section as
well as deriving the tem poral and spectral properties of each case. A sum m ary of the
ma jor cases and their spectral and tem poral indeces are shown in figure 4 (from Zhang
and M eszaros, 2004). One can begin challenging the assum ptions, m ost im portantly
th e isotropic explosion and uniform ity of th e surround b urst m edium. It is evident
tlia t the ISM is not perfectly uniform and in m any cases disproportionately clunqiy
in any given direction. By changing the density profile in the previous analyses (e.g.
ri oc Ar~'^ for a stellar wind scenario) one can follow the sa,me steps and find the
dynamics for a custom ized case.
A nother assum ption th a t can be challenged is th a t of the isotropic nature of the
fireball. The evidence for relativistic jets and beam ing in GRBs is largely found in the
breaks th a t occur in the observed afterglow d a ta (Rhoads, 1997 and 1999). Also, by
confining outflow into jets w ith opening angle dj, the energy budget is dram atically
reduced and gives a more realistic value of the to ta l energy, on th e order of llF ' —1 0 '''*
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erg (Zhang and Meszaros, 2004). This stem s from th e fact th a t the energy of the b urst
w ith beam ing is cs 0^i7/2. The breaks in the afterglow d a ta can be interpreted by
two characteristic angles: th e opening angle of th e jet, 9j and the relativistic beam ing
effect. D a ta suggests the je t opening angle to in the area of 5-20°. W hen the beam
initially forms, the outflow is ultra-relativistic and is beamed into a. cone w ith opening
angle proportional to l/ F <

9j.

As the GRB evolves, the Lorentz factor decreases as

it is decelerated by the m edium and a t some point will satisfy l / F >

9j.

W hen this

transition occurs, there can be a steepening in the lightcurve (Rhoads (1999), Sari,
Brian and H alpern (1999)).

17
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C H A PT E R 2

DATA IN NEED O F THEORY
Utilizing th e tools and theory laid out in the fireball shock model, it is necessary
to com pare the observational d a ta compiled by GRB detectors and th e predicted be
havior of th e prom pt and afterglow emission. The following subsections are dedicated
to com paring the predicted behavior and detailing the observational evidence.

Gamma.-ra.y P rom pt Emission
The initial inform ation received by detectors is tlie gam m a ray signature th a t
gives GRBs their name. T he erratic light curve can be as short as 1-2 seconds or as
long as thousands of seconds, w ith varying hardness and millisecond variability (see
chapter 3 for in depth look a t classifications, figure 5 for example). If th e centra,]
engine em itted a, continuous shell of m aterial w ith no separations or divisions, then
any emission from this tim e of th e b urst would not be expected. However, in order to
explain the prom pt gamma emission, one can consider non-continuous emission from
the central engine, or a bulk shell th a t is broken up into various mini-shells th a t vary
slightly in velocity from the bulk Loientz factor, P (Rees et al. (1994), Kobayashi et al
(1997), Daigne et al (1998)). As th e shells w ith slightly faster Lorentz factor catch up
to the shells w ith lower Lorentz factor, they collide and create a pair of shocks. These
in tu rn accelerate the electrons by the processes discussed above and they radiatr;
liigh-energy photons via synchrotron radiation. These photons are transform ed by
Lorentz boosting and appear as gam m a rays after propagation (see C hapter 2).
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Figure 5 Typical Gaiiim a-ray Afterglow (Costa, et al 1997)

X-ray Afterglow
The theoretical framework of the hrcball model and the observations from Swift
have come together to form the latest picture of GRB x-ray afterglows. The afterglow
seems to be broken into a five-section power-law scenario, although any given burst
need not have all p a rts (Zhang 2007, figure

6 ).

The first section of the afterglow follows the prom pt emission received from the
central engine, decaying w ith a slope on th e order of -3 (Tagliaferri et ah (2005),
B arthehny et al. (2005c)). It is interpreted as the tail of the proinift emission affected
by th e curvature effect. Once th e central engine ’shuts off’ there will not be an ab rupt
drop in radiation, due to the late arrival of photons from large latitudes. This causes
the decay in the x-ray afterglow. This segment m ay not be a purely curvature effect
region, there is a possibility of contam ination from external shock afterglow as well
as possible evolution of spectral param eters w ith tim e (Zhang, B. B., 2006).
The second phase is th e shallow decay phase, w ith a, decay slope of ~ -0.5. The
exact causes of this shallow decay are unknown b u t various models have been pro20
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Figure

6

X-ray afterglow, observed and theoretical (Zhang 2007)

posed. Some include long-term central engine (Zhang et al. 2006; Nouseke al. 2006;
Panaitescu et al. 2006a) , such as a long lasting B H -tonis system (M acFadyen et al.
2001), a. delay in the transfer of energy into the forward shock (Zhang and Kobayashi,
2005), or a large variance in Lorentz factors of ejected materia,1 from the central en
gine (Rees and Meszdros, 1998), among others. More observations and m odeling are
needed to pin down the exact cause.
The next two segments, the norm al decay and post jet break plnise have decay
slopes of the order of -1.2 and -2 respectively. These b o th seem to follow th e predic
tions from th e fireball shock m odel proposed in Meszaros and Rees (1997a,), Sari et al
(1998), and Chevalier and Li (2000). See C hapter 2 for discussion on high-frequency
spectrum and afterglow predictions.
The fifth and final section of the lightcurve arc x-ray flares.

These flares can

occur on tlieir own or in m ultiple episodes, have short rise and fall tim es, and usually
decrease in fluence, broaden, and soften with tim e (Burros et al. (2005b), Falcone et
al. (2006)). C urrent models explain the flares as a restarting of the central engine
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in a m yriad of ways. Some include fragm entation in the accretion disk surrounding
the GRB (Perna, A rm itage and Zhang, (2006)), m agnetic barriers th a t disrupt the
accretion flow (Proga and Zhang, 2006), fallback m aterial from th e merger of a, NS
and a BH (B arthehny et al. 2005b), and fragm entation inside the star envelope of
massive stars th a t may cause the event (King et al. 2005), among others.

Optical Afterglow
As w ith all work in GRBs afterglows, tim e is of the essence. The minimal am ount
of tim e lost between trigger and observation gives more inform ation and a more com
plete understanding of the underlying mechanisms th a t power a GRB. In the prc.-Swifi
era optical and infrared observations were often incomplete because of observational
lim itations. G round-based telescopes take tim e to slew to a given point in the sky
and are a t tim es ham pered by foul w eather. Even with these lim itations, early and
late-tim e afterglows were observed in the pTe-Sunft era. The IJVOT aboard Swift,
observes GRBs beginning a t roughly 100 seconds after trigger, leading to several ob
servations of optical afterglows. These follow well into the predictions of the fireball
shock model, however, there is variability from b urst to burst.

It is generally ex

pected, depending on th e param eters of th e individual burst, to see an initial p(!ak
in the light-curve due to reverse shock emission, followed by an approxim ately
decay, followed by a second peak and

decay corresponding to the forward-shock

emission (Zhang et al. (2003)). B ursts display some of this behavior, sometimes w ith
no (GRB 061007, M undell et al. 2006a) or mild reverse-shock component. More sur
prising th a n the detections is th e lack thereof. M ost bursts observed by Swift, show
no optical afterglow signature despite th e quick response time. Various models have
been proposed to explain the lack of optical afterglow, which depends on the ratio
of energy alloted to the m agnetic fields {eft in th e reverse shock com pared to th a t of
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Figure 7 Ttieoretical O ptical Afterglow (Zhang et al. 2003)

the forward shock, R s =

and a param eter a which relates the am ount

of energy allotted to baryons and m agnetic fields (Zhang and Kobayashi (2005)).
O ptical flashes are not expected w ith very large or small o. In the low a case, the
m agnetic helds are weaker which consequently weakens the synchrotron emission. In
the high-fj case, the m agnetic fields dom inate and th e shock becomes weak. T he most
favorable conditions for optical flashes are when the m agnetic fields and baryons have
sim ilarly equal am ounts of energy. (Zhang and Kobayashi (2005)). The predicted
optical afterglow from Zhang et al. (2003) is provided in figure 7. O ther reasons for
the lack of optical observations would be high redshift, extinction on the line of sight,
a n d /o r high absorption near the burst.
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Radio Afterglow
Radio afterglow predictions change depending on w hat model is assumed. Waxm an et al (1997) detail observations and relevant theoretical analyses from GRB
980519, showing th a t there are large initial changes in flux before leveling off and
decaying over a tim escale of 10s of days. This is consistent w ith radio observations
of other bursts. The initial variations are credited to interstellar- scattering and scin
tillation (ISS) th a t arises from scattering and irregularities in the local interstellar
m edium (G oodm an, 1997). The scintillation of the source decreases as the size of
the source increases, and the observations reflect this in a sm oothing of th e afterglow
a t later times. The m ajor fireball models considered in Frail et al (1999) are the
jet m odel and circum stellar model (Chevalier and Li, 1999). They predict a steady
decrease after the je t break and an initial rise, plateau, and decay respectively. Due
to the intense fluctuations of the ISS a t the beginning of the afterglow, further early
tim e observations are needed to determ ine which model is adequate.
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C H A PT E R 3

CLASSIFICATIONS AND POPULATIONS
G anima,-ray bursts have led to m any surprises and unexpected observations through
out their nearly forty year history of study. Similar to the erratic and unique nature
of their prom pt emission, GRBs seem to be very diverse in nature, offering a unique
challenge to the astronom ers who atte m p t to classify them into ever-changing cate
gories. This is of direct im portance to the work a t hand, since its ultim ate goal is to
affirm or disprove the relationship between two sets of bursts. Below are sum m arized
a few of the m ajor divisions in th e held.

Type I (Short-H ard) vs. Type II (Long-Soft)
The hrst division th a t was noticed w ithin the GRB populous was a seemingly
bim odal distribution of bursts in hardness-duration space (Kouveliotou et al. 1993).
B ursts th a t wore shorter ( < ~ 2 s) seemed to have system atically harder s%)ectra,
determ ined by their peak spectral energy, E,,, and vice versa (figure 8 ). Here, duration
is taken to be a quantity tgu, defined as th e tim e it takes for 90 percent of the to ta l
flux to be em itted. The m ajor distinctions between short and long were considered to
be duration, hardness, position in host galaxy, spectral lag, and possible supernova,
association. T he h rst two criteria have been covered a t the beginning of this section.
Spectral lag is determ ined by analyzing the spectra, of a, b urst in different wave
bands. Long spectral lag indicates a delay (typically on the order of fractions of a
second) in reaching the peak of radiation in softer bands, namely, the gamnia,-ra,y
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spectrum peaks before the x-ray, x-ray before th e optical, etc. If one m aps these
spectra, side by side, there is a clear delay in th e peak tim es (hgure 9). Typically,
long bursts were associated w ith longer spectral lag compared to short GRBs, which
typically have short to none.
Assuming th a t a burst can be localized accurately enough for a, positional analysis,
and a, host galaxy association properly determ ined (Ma,xha,m, in preparation, 2007),
the position of the b urst in th e galaxy can shed light onto the type of burst th a t
occurred. F irst, since long bursts are modeled to Ire collapses of massive stars, it
makes sense th a t these events would follow the star-form ing rate and hajrpen in
(iither star forming galaxies or galaxies w ith star form ation, namely dwarf-irregulars
(Fruchter et al. 2006). They would not be expected to be found in early type galaxies,
such as ellipticals. Secondly, as merger scenario events, short GRBs can be found in
any type galaxy b u t usually on the outskirts of th e galaxy (Gehrels et al.

2005,

Bloom et al. 2006a, B arthelm y et al 2005b, Berger et al 2005a) and not-necessa,rily
near a, star-form ing region, if applicable (Soderberg et al 2006b). This (widence points
towards an intrinsic difference between short and long bursts. The position of these
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Figure 9 Spectral Lag in GRBs (Yi et al, 2006)

bursts in the outskirts of galaxies sterns h orn the naturrr of the ]rrogeiiitor. Com pact
object mergers involve firstly a merger of com pact objects, all of which (NS, BH, W D)
were a t one tim e stars th a t eventually died. T he processes of star death and imrrgers
are violent in natu re and can often give the binary system a large kick th a t removes it
from the region in which is was born. The system then travels w ith this kick velocity
for a, period of tim e (merger timescale is on th e order of a, few Gyr) before it merges
and creates the GRB, leaving it near b u t potentially outside its host galaxy.
T he last observation th a t can hold inform ation about th e natu re of our b urst is
a supernova association.

Four bursts, all long, have clear su])ernova associations:

GRB 980425/SN1998bw (z=0.0085, G alam a et a l 1998; Kulkarni et al. 1998), GRB
030329/SN 2003dh (z=0.168, Stanek et al. 2003; Hjorth et al. 2003), GRB031203/SN
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20031w (z=0.105, M alesani et al.

2004), and G RB 060218/SN 2006aj (z=0.0331,

Modjaz et al. 2006, Pian et al. 2006, Sollerman et al. 2006; M irabal et al. 2006,
Cobb et al. 2006). The evidence for such an association cornes from a late tim e bum p,
or flux increase, in the optical afterglow of a burst, usually occurring a t around

1 -2

weeks after th e b urst (Pian et al. 2000, G alam a et al. 1998a). This is oftentim es a.
subtle effect and may be buried in th e optical afterglow of a. burst th a t is intrinsically
bright in th e optical band. Soderberg et al (2005) have had success in h tting these
afterglow emissions with tem plates from SN 1998bw, adjusting the lightcurve to the
redshift and shape of the burst. Merger scenario bursts, on th e other hand, are not
associated w ith the death of massive stars and one would not predict a supernova
signature.
Like m any things in science, there is some gray area, and figure

8

a tte sts to the

scatter in th e hardness-duration relation. B ursts before June 2006 seemed to be fairly
consistent w ith th e previous criteria and divisions, th a t is, until observations of GRB
060614 (Gehrels et al. 2006, M angano et al. 2007b). This b urst seems to break
the mold of the short-long classification. T he duration of the burst is 100s, placing it
firmly in th e long category, b u t th e evidence to th e contrary is considerable. Gal-Yam
et al. (2006) show negligible SN emissions, leading them to conclude th a t there is very
low probability of a SN associated w ith this burst. Gehrels et al. (2006) show very low
spectral lag. Gal-Yam et al (2006), Fybo et al. (2006a) and Della Valle et al (2006)
have completed observations and find th a t this b urst is found in the outskirts of a low
star-form ing ra te galaxy, far away from any regions of sta r form ation. B oth of these
are properties of short GRBs. A nother piece of evidence comes from analyzing the
spectrum , which shows initial spikes lasting for ab o u t 5 seconds, consistent w ith short
GRB emission, followed by a. long, quickly softening tail (Gehrels et al. (2006), Zhang
et a. (2007a), M angano et al, (2007b)). Using the spectrum of 060614 and reducing
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its energy by roughly

8

times, Zhang et al. (2007a) have created a ’’pseudo-burst”

th a t is extraordinarily sim ilar to the well established short burst, GRB 050724. The
long soft tail is now below typical instrum ent thresholds, leaving a typical short-hard
spike gam m a-ray signature. W ith this evidence, GRB 060614 breaks th e previous
classification scheme, calling for a more robust analysis.
Zhang et al.

Sum m arized in table

1,

(2007a) propose a m ethod similar to supernovae, chissifying merger

scenario bursts (short-hard) as Type I and collapsar type progenitors (long-soft) as
Type II. A third type of GRB is not necessarily ruled out, b u t considering the good
fit with th e current model after the reorganization of taxonomy, it is not necessary
to include th e com plication of a new type of progenitor.

XRF vs. GRB
An x-ray flash (XRF) is generally identified as a, burst w ith similar properties
(lightcurve, variability) as a long GRB, however w ith a lower peak energy, E,,. A nal
ysis of observations shows a tentative bim odal distribution (Liang and Dai, 20(14),
one (norm al GRB) peak a t around 200 keV, th e other around 15 keV. This is a weak
correlation and like the hardness-duration relation has mucli scatter and not enough
d a ta to perform a robust statistical analysis. Various suggestions have been proposed
to understand the natu re of XRFs, including off-axis viewing angles, two com ponent
jets, je t size, inefficient GRBs, and of course, a different progenitor. M any have to do
w ith the make up and orientation of the GRB jets, explaining the differences in ener
gies by m aintaining a, standard model b u t changing th e viewing angle from directly
into the jet to slightly off-axis. O thers deal directly w ith the intrinsic properties of
the GRB, specifically the progenitor and efficiency of th e ])rocesses th a t produce the
radiation we receive. (Heise et ah, (2001), K ippen et al, (2002))
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High-Luminosity vs. Low-Luminosity
The last division considered is th e difference between high-luminosity (HL) and
low-lurninosity (LL) long (type II) GRBs. This work attem pts to understand the
difference of these populations and statistically determ ine if they can be considered
separate populations. F urther details and a more in depth analysis is considered in
the next chapter.
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Type I (short-hard)
Duration

T’vpe II (long-soft)

Usually short
(may have a long tail?)

Spectrum

Usually soft

Spectral lag

Lons

SN association

Yes

Stellar population

Young population

Host galaxy

Late-t>pe galaxies
(predominantly in irregular,
dwarf galaxies)

Location in the host galaxy

Central

Progemtor

Single star systems?
(core collapse o f massive stars)

Figure 10 GRB classification scheme (Zhang 2007)
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CHAPTER, 4

TESTIN G HIGH -LUM INOSITY AND LOW -LUM INOSITY GRB LUM INOSITY
FUNCTIONS USING MONTED CARLO SIMULATIONS
Observations and Problem s
The field of G arnm a-Ray B ursts is ever changing due to the inherent nature of
the astrophysical phenom enon. Observational evidence has shown th a t GRBs vary
significantly from b u rst to b u rst in term s of liglitcurve, duration, hardness, and lu
minosity among others. This makes it difficult to create a, universal model to explain
all events. This intrinsic non-uniform ity is Irest displayed in the discovery of short
(type I) GRBs as a, separate population from long (type II) GRBs (Kouveliotou et
al. (1993)). A few shorter, harder bursts were initially an observational anomaly
and over tim e were shown to be a distinct population w ith their own properties and
progenitor system (See C hapter 3). In much the same way NASAs Sunft mission and
the Ita lia n /D u tc h cooperative BeppoSAX have detected a. small population of low
luminosity bursts a t extrem ely low redshift. Using this a.iid previous GRB d a ta this
work attem p ts to determ ine if it is possible to include these bursts as an extension of
the current higher lum inosity sam ple or if it is necessary to classify them as a, unicjue
and separate population.
The current sam ple of low-luminosity low-redshift bursts is comprised of two bursts
w ith redshift .033 and .0085 and log 10''’*Yr,g.s“ ‘ of -3.33 and -3.22 erg s^L

These

bursts are atypical in tlia t their luminosities are three to four orders of m agnitude
lower th an typical GRBs th a t have luminosities typically above 10^'" ergs s"L B ursts
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of this luminosity were not detected by previous.instrum ents b u t the com bination of
low luminosity w ith extrem ely low redshift allows for a high enough fluence th a t can
be m arginally detected w ith current detectors.
Previous work has focused prim arily on constraining the lum inosity function and
local rate (po) of long GRBs by fitting a log TV — log R distribution (G uetta et al.
(2004)). This histogram f)ins bursts by num ber above a particular peak flux and is well
constrained by observation (Guetta et al. (2004, 2005), Schmidt (2004, 2001)). Using
the log A —log P distribution, th e local ra te has been constrained to about IGpcr'^yr"^
(Liang et al. (2007), G u etta et al. (2004)) utilizing an assumed lum inosity function
of a power-law.

This rate, however, is only valid for high lum inosity bursts and

those below RP'" ergs s“ ^ have not been incorporated into these analyses. Recent
observations calls for a re-evaluation and incorporation of these bursts into general
theory.
A rough estim ate of the local rate for LL bursts can be found by
Ç ^B cpprpB cpp

N — po" "U,<o.(m

where

-

47T

Q ^S w j-^ S v i

—2

(4.1,

and fb*” " are the BeppoSax and Svnj't gam m a ray detector solid angles,

Us<o.o;53 the volume of space below z — 0.033, and

and T"'’"' th e operation tim es

of BeppoSax and Swift. This equation can be set ecpial to the observed numlrer of
bursts (2) to get a local even rate of roughly 800Gpc“ 'byr“ L The value is almost three
orders of m agnitude larger th a n the local rate for HL bursts {pff").
Assuming th a t b o th high and low lum inosity bursts come from th e same broken
power-law lum inosity function, G u etta et al. (2004) have calculat(;d a non-negligible
probability of finding the current sample of LL-GRBs in a redshift z < 0.17.
W h at is more im portant, however, is th e probability of finding bursts within
the small volume below z ~ 0.033.

In an a tte m p t to reproduce a non-negligible
33
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probability, Liang et al (2007) initially approached the problem w ith th e assum ption
of one power-law connecting all long GRBs. The detection rate for one b urst within
this redshift in the combined Swift and BeppoSAX lifetimes is roughly 0.0026, which
corresponds to a Poisson probability of 2.6 x 10"^ which decreases to 3.4 x 10“ *’
for two bursts.

These probabilities are very low and considering th a t th e current

sample already includes two bursts, one detected by Swift within its first two years
of operation, it is highly im probable th a t both high and low-luminosity populations
are dictated by the same ra te and lum inosity function. Instead, by uncoupling the
luminosity functions of high and low-luminosity bursts it is possible to m odel their
param eters individually and perform m onte carlo simulations and statistical tests to
compare them to the data, of bursts w ith known redshift.

Lum inosity Function and Star Forming R ate
M onte Carlo sim ulations (MGS) are the foundations for analyzing the potential of
the m ulti-lum inosity function model for type II gamma,-ray bursts. Before the results
of such sim ulations can be presented, a detailed explanation of the underlying theory
is in order. All ;)rogram inform ation is w ritten in FORTRAN w ith subroutines from
Numerical Recipes in FO RTRAN (reference) unless otherwise stated.
Fundam entally, MCS use ra,ndom num bers to assist in solving a, problem or testing
a model.

One of the m ost common uses for MC m ethods is MC integration for

numerical integration. Alternatively, one can use random num bers to assign values
to given param eters and test their underlying distributions. Observations of GRBs
give a few param eters th a t, depending on w hat one is testing, can categorize a, unicpre
burst. This work a ttem p ts to understand the underlying luminosity functions and
redshift distribution, so the parameters th a t uniquely define a, b urst are luminosity,
L, and redshift, z. The assum ed lum inosity function (LF) for b o th HL and LL bursts
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is a sm oothed broken power-law of the form;

$ (L ) =

(4.2)
t-'h

J-'h

where L is the luminosity, Lf, is the break luminosity,

and ag are the power law

indexes of th e lum inosity function, and d>o is a norm alization constant (Liang et
al, 2007).

One of th e m ajor pitfalls of earlier models, as stated above, was the

assum ption th a t b oth populations of bursts stem m ed from the sam e LF (G uetta, et
al 2004). In order to avoid this problem, each population is assigned unique LF and
param eters. This allows for a separate treatm en t and a more well rounded test of
how each distribution behaves individually and allows for a. b e tte r constraint of the
local rate of GRBs. The redshift distribution is assumed to follow the star forming
rate (SFR) model SFR2 proposed by Porciani and Ma,dan (2001) and is of the form

The assum ption th a t the redshift distribution follows the SFR is a natural extension of
the collapsar model for type II GRB which states th a t the progenitors for such bursts
are stars a t the end of their lives. Since b o th high-lum inosity and low-luminosity
bursts have th e same progenitor, the redshift distribution is the same. The functional
form proposed also m atches observation in th a t it peaks around z = l and is roughly
constant a t higher redshift. To complete th e form of the redshift distribution one
m ust also take into account the comoving volume element a t th a t redshift

dz

^
H()

(1

___________ ,
+ z)^[1 2 ^ ( 1 + z)'^ +

(4.4)

This term is crucial in the suppressing the num ber of bursts a t interm ediate (z= 0.5-l)
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redshifts. Here, H q is the Hubble P aram eter (71 km

Mj)C“ ’ ), D i the luminos

ity distance, and Q m and Da the standard cosmological param eters. T he complete
redshift distribution,
dz

(1

-P z)

dz

includes all facets necessary including the SFR, and comoving volume. Using these
theoretical distributions it is possible to create sim ulated bursts as a function of the
observed param eters, GR,B(L,z). This sim ulated d a ta can then be used to derive
other useful quantities such as flux, fluence, peak energy (i?,,), lum inosity distance
(D i) and anything else th a t is needed in the course of testing and constraining the
underlying model.

M onte Carlo Simulations
Once the initial m odel distributions are input, normalized accum ulated juobability distributions are created for each distribution so th a t a. lum inosity and redshift
can be chosen a t random . T he two lum inosity functions a,nd th e redshift distrilm tion
are input into separate one-dimensional arrays w ith element spacing of 0.01. Both
lum inosity functions are sim ulated from log(L erg s“ ^) = 45-55 and th e redshift dis
tribution from z = l-1 0 .
(0.0, 3.5,1.0

X

Typical luminosity function param eters are ( a , ,

47er(/.s“ ')and(0.65, 2.35, 2.3

x

T/,) —

52crr/,s"*) for low-luminosity and high-

lum inosity bursts, respectively. These lim its encompass the entire range of observed
bursts and extend to allow for predictions of non-observed behavior. These arrays
are then accum ulated and normalized from

0

to

1,

which allows for each redshift and

lum inosity bin to have a particular weight and prepares the arrays for use w ith the
random num ber generator. As shown in fig 11, th e LL lum inosity function is initially
higher th an th e HL, thanks to the larger event rate, and quickly decays below it.
W hen accum ulating th e HL function, it is necessary to accum ulate from th e junc-
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£U

46
logfL/HrSO or.e/s)

Figure 11 Sim ulated Lum inosity Functions)

ture of the LFs, and depending on the LF param eters this value varies roughly from
log(L)

48 to 49 ergs s " ' ). W ith o u t this adjustm ent, the number of lower luminosity

bursts will be overproduced. A nother consequence of this change is the necessity to
re-evaluate the local rate of HL bursts. In their analysis, G u etta et al (2004) consid
ered bursts more luminous th a n l i f t e r In order to incorporate bursts from the
juncture previously m entioned, it is necessary to increase the local ra te for HL bursts
by a factor of

10.

W ith the accum ulated probability distributions normalized, a random num ber is
generated w ith the subroutine ra.nl (Press, 1992). The numbers generated are not
completely random , each seed for the subroutine gives a particular value. They are,
however, random w ith respect to each other, and a new set of data, can be sim ulated
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w ith different combinations of seeds. In order to ensure m aximum independence, a
new seed is used for ea,ch random num ber generated and a new num ber is used for each
distribution. Each num ber is a value of the probability for a particular distribution
and is used to pick a luminosity or redshift th a t will characterize a unique burst.
These base param eters can now be used in com bination w ith empirical a.nd theo
retical relations to derive the necessary param eters for com paring th e d a ta set with
observation. Each detector used in collecting GRB d a ta has its own unique threshold
below which the detector is not activated. This flux threshold is a necessary m anipu
lation th a t needs to be performed on the sim ulated d ata. The m ost sensitive detector
to date is aboard Swift and is modeled by a truncation of flux below

1

x

erg

cm^^ s^ h Tfie flux of a burst is calculated by

where D/. is th e lum inosity distance. The lum inosity distance is also sim ulated in the
code from th e redshift assigned to th e same burst. If th e flux is insufficient to triggcir
S w iff the d a ta is discarded.
Flux truncation is a, fairly intuitive concept and its im portance is very (xisily
accepted. A nother factor th a t is less evident and affects the sim ulated d a ta is trigger
probability. B ursts near the flux threshold for a detector may or may not actually
trigger the device trying to observe them . This is a very com plicated problem th a t
is instrum ent dependent as well as not well understood. It is likely th a t the trigger
probability is dependent on the ratio of observed lum inosity to the lum inosity of the
threshold a t a. particular redshift.
are very few bursts

Below a constant va,lue of {L/Lu,) ~ 15 tliere

2) detected.

Adding a second constant threshold a t this

value accurately approxim ates the observed bursts and corrects the overproduction
of bursts near the threshold line. T his is a simple approach to a. difficult problem
38
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th a t m ust be addressed in the future.
T he above inform ation is for the creation of one sim ulated burst. This procedure
m ust be repeated in order to create a sample size large enough to perform statistical
tests.

T he num ber of HL and LL bursts also depends on the local rate of each

population. In order to take this into account th e process of creating sim ulated d a ta
is separated for each type of burst. An initial loop creates a. specific value of HL
bursts determ ined by the user. The program then takes into account the rates of
each population and creates the necessary num ber of LL bursts. For example, if one
sim ulates 100,000 HL burst, the ]jrogram would then create

4 X 10"

(4.7)

PHL

low-luminosity bursts with typical param eters. This is tlie final step in creating the
necessary d a ta set th a t can be m anipulated and tested for consistency with observa
tional results.

Tests
Once an adequate d a ta set has been sim ulated, the final step is to a tte m p t to
link the model w ith current observations via statistical testing. Various criteria and
techniques are used to verify w hether the sim ulated distribution is consistent with
observational d a ta including a test of absolute num bers of GRBs, a fit with the current
log V — log f distribution for long GRBs, a one dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) test of th e lum inosity and redshift distributions, as well as a two-dimensional
lum inosity-redshift d istrib u tio n .
First and foremost, a test of relative num ber is a simple yet necessary assessment
of the proposed GRB population model. In other words, does the model give roughly
the same observed ratio of LIL to LL bursts as is detected by GRB missions'? To
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date, the ratio of HL to LL bursts detected by Svrift is roughly 150:1. The num ber of
observed bu rsts is definitely dependent on th e power-law indexes of botli luminosity
functions, the best fit (by the K-S test) giving a num ber ratio of approxim ately 172:1.
This is in very good agreement w ith the observed ratio.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is a statistical test th a t analyzes the goodessof-fit of two distributions by looking a t the m axim al separation of the distributions,
known as the 'D -statistic'. By utilizing this test in our model, we can adequately test
the consistency of th e lum inosity and redshift d a ta sets. The best fit param eters for
the HL lum inosity function are au-ji = 1.0, a-2HL = 2.7, Lf,gji = 12.0 x 10"^er(/.s^^
and (y-iuL = 0.55, a-zm = 2.1, L h j n = 0.88 x lO^^er^.s^L These param eters, however,
ultim ately fail th e log TV — log P and num ber tests. The parameters th a t best meet
eacli criterion a re o m r = 0.9, a-uiL = 2.7, L ^ j i l = 6.4 x l(Ÿ'^ergs~\ w ith lowlum inosity param eters as

= 0.0, (y.2LL = 3.5, L;,,;,/. =

1

x

The

high lum inosity break value is calculated from the formula in Liang et al. (2007),
= 1.2 x 10"^ X 1 0"^''\

The m ost im portant and well-constrained test for the

m ulti-population model is the creating of a log TV —log P graph (Schmidt 2001,2004).
This histogram plots th e num ber of bursts (log TV) greater th a n a particular peak
photon flux (log P ) (Fig 13). Observations from BATSE give a very clear relationship
and any deviation from this result would be a serious blow to any GR.B model. There
are some difficulties, however, when attem p tin g to create this distribution.
The com plications arise m ainly from sim ulating the peak jrhoton flux from the
given lum inosity and redshift. The peak flux of a. GRB is calculated by integrating
over th e spectral distribution of the b urst
r 'S O O k c V

P=

/
AT(E)dE
J 50/cfiV

(4.8)

where N(E) is the fit for GRB spectra, called the Band function (Band et al, 1993).
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The Band function is dependent on the spectral param eters of the burst, the peak
energy, and an integration constant A, and is shown analytically by:

TVg(E) = ^

(a -

^

The spectral param eters are assigned to their typical values of cr = —1 and /i = —2.3,
which is consistent w ith observations. There is usually some scatter around these
values, b u t not enough to pose a significant deviation in the hnal results. The peak
energy of the burst, in tu rn , is related to th e isotropic energy of the b urst by the
Arriati relation
~

(4.10)

(A m ati et al, 2006). The isotropic energy is defined as the energy of th e b urst if it
were not jetted and distributed its energy isotropically in all directions. T he m ost
straightforw ard way of finding Ei^o in th e framework of a. M onte Carlo sim ulation
would be to m ultiply the characteristic lum inosity by a, typical duration of a sim ulated
burst. D urations for GRBs have been modeled in the past and found, and a.ccording
to Dai and Zhang (2005), to be a lognorm al distribution ])eaking at

<Zog(^)>-.0.5G

(4.11)

w ith a scatter of
(^Zog[T/(la)]

0 05.

(4-12)

One intrinsic problem w ith this approach is th a t the luminosity and typical duration of
bursts are to some degree correlated. In th e MCS, one could create a very luminous
b urst th a t could potentially be associated w ith a very short duration causing the
to ta l energy dissipated to be very small, or vice-versa. This would cause peak energy
41
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of the b urst to be lower th a n expected, giving a lower peak photon flux and an
incorrect placing on the logn-logp distribution.

One way around this problem is

to identify a relationship between the lum inosity and isotropic energy directly. This
would elim inate th e problem of sim ulating the duration of the bursts and would give a
more accurate estim ation of the peak energy and therefore peak photon flux. A search
of literature yields some inform ation about Eigo for lurrsts w ith known redshift. Here
it is necessary to consider th e actual observed spectral param eters of each burst for
consistency and accuracy. Initial inform ation can be found in a paper Iry Friedm ann
and Bloom (2005). The empirical luminosity-E,;s„ relationship is plotted in figure 12
and shows a linear relationship (in log space) between th e two param eters with a slope
of roughly 0.77. By incorporating this empirical relationship into the MC program it
is possible to (prickly and accurately derive

for a burst, which leads directly to

the peak energy and ultim ately to the peak jrhoton flux.
Before the newly calculated photon fluxes can be binned into a log TV — log H
distribution, it is necessary to correct for the energy band of th e detector in which
th e original distribution was made. In this analysis, we consider the log TV — log F
distribution created from BATSE GR.B observations in an energy band of 50-350 keV.
The sim ulated data, is assumed to be in the 1 —10‘^ keV band. So, the final derivation
of the peak photon flux, in the BATSE band, is as follows:

i#

IS f

The final log TV — log F distribution is shown in fig 13 together w ith the observed
BATSE results. Next, figures 14 and 15 show the 1-dimensional redshift and lumi
nosity distributions for the best fit param eters. Lastly, a two-dimensional luminosityredshift plot is shown with the circles being the observed and squares being the
sim ulated d a ta (fig 16). The plot has been created utilizing the best-fit luminosity
42
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4^

o

Figure 12 Em pirical Ei,,„-L relalionshiop

function param eters from th e K-S, log

— log f , and relative num ber tests. This

is also in good agreem ent w ith observed results, w ith the m ajority of bursts occur
ring in a central band, a gap below roughly
low-luminosity, low-redshift bursts

(1

1 0 "'*^er\g.s-^\

and a, small grouping of

sim ulated (triangle), two observed) near the

bottom left corner.
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Figure 13 Simulated and BATSE log N — log P distributions
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Figure 14 1-Dimensional Iledshift D istribution
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Figure 15 1-Dimensional Lum inosity D istribution
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Figure 16 log F — log(l + z) distribution
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C H A PT E R 5

CONCLUSIONS
Using M onte Carlo sim ulations this work shows th a t a. two-com ponent luminosity
function for type II gam m a-ray bursts, including one for high-luminosity and one
for low-luminosity bursts, adequately recreates the observations amassed on these
objects. After subjecting th e sim ulated d a ta to various tests (1-D luminosity and
redshift distribution analysis, 2-D lum inosity-redshift distribution, log

log P , and

relative num ber test) the lum inosity function param eters th a t result are a m i = 0.9,
= 2.7,

= 6.4

X

10“ er,g,s^', w ith low-luminosity param eters as a m , =

0.0, a.2LL = 3.5, Lh,LL = 1 X lO ^^ergs^'. A dditional constraints were also given to
the local rate of liigh-luminosity and low-luminosity events, giving values of

=

AOOGpc^'^yr^^ and p^^' = 10Gpc“ '*yr“ ' . In short, high-luminosity and low-luminosity
bursts should be considered separate populations of type II bursts.

This m ethod

of num erical testing is robust and complete, yet is still a, stepping stone for future
work. T he next logical step is to a tte m p t to constrain the lum inosity function of low
lum inosity bursts by using a sim ilar log TV — log P analysis. Currently, the sample of
2 LL GRBs is too small to conduct any sort of statistical analysis, b u t it is i)ossible to
atte m p t to constrain a log TV—log P w ith current luminosity function })arameters and
a lower flux threshold. By lowering the threshold, perhaps by an order of m agnitude,
one can make predictions for the observed distribution from a. more sensitive detector.
Also, a similar approach can by a,pplied to type I (short) bursts by including a rnergertirnescale tim e delay to a tte m p t to constrain the observed results.
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